
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - FRENCH - YEAR 12
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group:  12 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

Teacher 1
La famille en voie de

développement
Changing Family Lives

Students will compare different
types of family, learn about modern
marriage and partnerships as well as
how the idea of a modern family is
changing in French speaking
countries. Throughout this unit
students will revise perfect and
imperfect tenses, definite and
indefinite articles and adjectives.
Students will also learn techniques
to improve reading skills and learn
how to use bi-lingual and online
dictionaries.

Teacher 2
La cyber société

Cyber World

Students will examine how
technology has transformed
everyday life, learn about the
dangers of digital technology and
consider the different users of
digital technology and discuss
possible future developments.
Throughout this unit students will
revise object pronouns, the present
tense of regular and irregular verbs
and learn about infinitive
constructions. Students will also
revise how to express opinions,
strategies to broaden vocabulary
and how to answer questions in
French.

Teacher 1
‘Au Revoir les enfants’
Film Analysis & Essay

Students will learn background
information about the film ‘Au
Revoir les Enfants’ and examine the
main themes, characters and
techniques used within the film.
They will learn a range of useful
strategies to write a
well-structured essay about a film
in French. This unit will act as a
springboard to encourage wider
reading and enjoy French film and
increase exposure to authentic
French in an interesting way.

Teacher 2
La musique francophone

contemporaine
Contemporary French Music

Students will consider the
popularity of contemporary
francophone music and its
diversity of genre and style, who
listens to it, how often and by
what means, discuss the threats to
contemporary francophone music
and how it might be safeguarded.
Students will revise question
forms and command forms as well
as the conditional. They will revisit
how to use the subjunctive mood
to suggest possibility. Students
will learn strategies for listening
for detail, justifying opinions and
expressing doubt and uncertainty.

Teacher 1
‘Au Revoir les enfants’
Film Analysis & Essay

Students will learn background
information about the film ‘Au Revoir
les Enfants’ and examine the main
themes, characters and techniques
used within the film. They will learn
a range of useful strategies to write
a well-structured essay about a film
in French. This unit will act as a
springboard to encourage wider
reading and enjoy French film and
increase exposure to authentic
French in an interesting way.

Teacher 2
Une culture fière de son patrimoine

Culture & Heritage

Students will learn about the notion
of heritage and its preservation,
consider how some famous heritage
sites market themselves and
understand how heritage impacts
and is guided by culture in society.
Students will revisit adjectives,
comparatives and superlatives,
using subordinate clauses in a range
of tenses and learn how to use the
subjunctive with expressions of
doubt, uncertainty or necessity.
Students will also learn about
developing extended answers,
avoiding repetitions and
interpreting pictures.

Teacher 1
Le septième art

The “Seventh Art”

Students will learn about the
variety of aspects of French
cinema, consider the history of
French cinema and its continued
popularity as well as that of film
festivals. Students will revisit how
to use subordinate clauses in a
range of tenses and learn about
connectives followed by
subjunctive. Students will also
practise summarising from
listening, use persuasive language
and writing with a purpose.

Teacher 2
Le rôle du bénévolat

Voluntary Sector

Students will examine the
voluntary sector in France and the
range of work volunteers provide,
its benefits for those that are
helped and for those that do it.
Students will also revisit using
temporal and causal connectives,
using the conditional and the
future tense. Students will learn
how to interpret and explain
figures and statistics and revisit
how to summarise from reading
and listening and translating into
English.

Teacher 1
Recall of Themes 1 and 2

Students will revisit the themes
and skills covered throughout the
year in the context of the
Listening, Reading and Writing
examination  as well as the
speaking examination. Students
will be able to explain and
develop factual information
related to the topics as well as
critically present arguments and
draw conclusions.

Teacher 2
‘No et Moi’

Book Analysis & Essay

Students will learn background
information about the novel ‘No
et Moi’ and examine the main
themes, characters and
techniques used within. They will
learn a range of useful strategies
to write a well-structured essay
about a play in French. This unit
will act as a springboard to
encourage wider reading and
enjoy French literature as well as
increase exposure to authentic
French in an interesting way.

Teacher 1
Introduction to IRP / Start of A2

syllabus

Students will be given guidance on
selecting, researching, presenting
& discussing a topic of their own
choice. They will be given
opportunities to decide on their
research topic, get started on the
research and choose areas to focus
on. This will be ongoing over the
rest of the course.
Students will learn about the
implications of living in a culturally
diverse society stemming from
ethnic mixity.

Teacher 2
‘No et Moi’

Book Analysis & Essay

Students will learn background
information about the novel ‘No et
Moi’ and examine the main themes,
characters and techniques used
within. They will learn a range of
useful strategies to write a
well-structured essay about a play
in French. This unit will act as a
springboard to encourage wider
reading and enjoy French
literature as well as increase
exposure to authentic French in an
interesting way.

:
Extra-Curricular
opportunities

MFL European Day of Languages, Ricky Bake Off, Support: drop-in.
Film screening opportunities: La famille Bélier; Tanguy
Film screening opportunity: La Rafle; Résistance

Support: Drop-in.
Optional trip to France in February half term
Involvement with MFL Factor – Year 7
Optional work experience in TL country

Support: Drop-in. Support: Drop-in.
Film screening opportunity: No et
Moi
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Opportunities to develop the
whole student
(Ricky R’s)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Resilience - recall of vocabulary and grammatical rules, using target language to communicate and stretch oneself accordingly
Responsibility - ensuring time is spent learning vocabulary as required, pair work is completed accordingly. Google translate is NOT an option.
Relationships - students work in pairs and groups to communicate
Resourcefulness - students use cognitive ability to work out patterns in language and are also able to use online and other language tools such as verb tables and dictionaries. 
Reflective - students consider the links between languages as well as patterns. They reflect on progress made and next steps to be made
Respect - students respect one another by listening to others, giving each other feedback and respecting that French speaking societies have a different culture and language.


